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BitValley NFT Collection
While the whole world is going crazy
about NFT’s, we at BitValley have decided
that action must be taken. BitValley is an
Ecosystem of products; as we have promised, and with the skills we have – we will
always develop new things and follow up
useful trends. We have decided to develop our own Marketplace for our community and to make NFTs which will reward
our loyal investors before the BitValley
Mobile App launches. During this process
of development, we found functional opportunities
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that we think would be very trending in
the NFT space – as well as support the
growth and utility of our ecosystem. With
that being said, we will enter the NFT
world very seriously; the first version of
our NFT Marketplace will be simple, easy
to use, and it will be the best place to
mint our NFT collection (which will be
further explained). Our marketplace will
not just be for us but for individuals or
teams to mint their NFTS on it as well. We
will also provide the most affordable
minting prices.

A majority of people still do not know how to approach NFTs. Many
think they are overrated, for example – one might think it is pointless
to pay up to hundreds of thousands, even millions, just for something that can only act as a profile picture that tells others you are financially rich. Just tell someone you have a bored ape, and it would
show that you have lots of money. Others truly see it as a valuable
status symbol, and some are making them into bigger things than
just profile pictures. We have also recognized that there are opportunities beyond just status for NFTs.

There are many examples of utility out there, as people have been
linking them to “the metaverse”, video games, community membership, physical goods, etc. So, in what way will someone find BitValley
NFTs helpful? Simply put, every way. Below you can see our concepts
that we firmly believe will serve many potentials.
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As mentioned, our NFTs will be helpful to holders in every way. This will be done by its synchronous function, so stay tuned till the end of this document to understand how it works.

-Variety NFTs

In this category we will design Logo NFTs, Character NFTs, Meme NFTs etc. These will
be the cheapest Bitvalley NFTs. Most of them will be won by our community by completing certain tasks or winning competitions. You can also win one through purchasing a BitValley Crate*. Although they are set to be the cheapest, this does not mean
they cannot grow in value.

-BitValley Crates

These will function as mystery boxes that can be purchased in our marketplace, and
you can win one of our Variety NFTs. The crates will be affordable, while providing
value.

-Marketer NFTs

These are a set of only 30 NFTs designed for marketers of BitValley. The utility is that
its holder will earn % portions of project marketing deals. For example, if the holder
brings a project to promote themselves on the BitValley App, they will get a certain
percentage of the deal. These NFTs will be divided into three levels with 10 minted for
each: bronze, platinum, and gold:
Bronze:
- 10% per deal
Platinum:
- 20% per deal
Gold:
- 30% per deal
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All holders will be listed on our website as BitValley Official Marketers, and there will be a
dashboard for them to track important details relevant to marketing such as prices and more.
Depending on one’s work put forth, they can go forward or backwards in ranking between
the three levels.

-BitBots (Status NFTs)

With the catchy “BitBot” name, we will mint a selection of robot characters. Initially, they will
be sold at an affordable price – but you will also be able to win them through crates. These
NFTs are the ones that can pump hard in price due to their rarity. Investors may like them and
use them as status symbols in the future to flaunt their fortunes. The price can also go up due
to being linked to our fourth category, Infinity NFTs.

-Infinity NFTs (Game Changer)

To spice things up, we decided to make something different, something that will be very interesting to follow, help all the other categories, and add fuel to the BitValley Project.
Based on the Marvel Movies, we decided to make our own Infinity Stones as NFTs. Each NFT
will have a unique reward, and the one that collects all the Infinity NFTs will get the Ultimate
Rewards. Along with this, the owner of each Infinity NFT will receive a physical reward that is
linked to the NFT. If they sell the NFT the new owner will also be the owner of this physical
reward. Whoever accomplishes ownership of all Infinity NFTs will get receive a special NFT
that is linked with an extraordinary physical reward, but not just that ... For now, we will keep
it a mystery.
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1. Space NFT – Will be earned from Mystery Boxes
2. Mind NFT – Will be earned by holding a TBD(to be determined) combination
of three variety NFTs. This will have a low probability of occurring and can be
done through luck or trading. This will provide value to the NFTs involved.
3. Reality NFT – Will be sold to the highest bidder.
4. Power NFT – Will be earned by someone who has helped the BitValley project the most,
the community will vote.
5. Time NFT – Will be earned by someone who has held BitV the longest without selling any. If there is not just one, we will randomly draw one amongst
them.
6. Soul NFT – Will be earned by someone doing a big sacrifice which will help
the Bitvalley token. This sacrifice will be announced when the Soul NFT is ready
to be earned.
There will be more gamification incorporated into this idea, involving clues and
other fun things to keep participants involved. The hunt for Infinity NFTs will
cost a lot at the end of the game, so it may not be for everyone, but we invite all
to be part of it and follow the process. We are excited for this ourselves and will
do our best to keep everyone excited about it.
Let’s see who deserves the ULTIMATE POWER.
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